ESIS Global RiskAdvantage®

As a risk manager, you make daily
choices that can cost or save your
organization millions of dollars.
You need a sophisticated tool to
generate risk management reports
and analyze loss trends.
ESIS Global RiskAdvantage®,
our proprietary Risk Management
Information System (RMIS), combines
meaningful analysis of loss data with
the power of web technology to help
drive informed decision making.
Available at www.riskadvantage.com or
through our mobile application (app),
GRA delivers vital information
in a cost-efective, timely, and
user-friendly manner.
What’s New
Recent enhancements to GRA include:
• Mobile app — access GRA and manage
claims on the go using your smartphone
• Enhanced claim alerts — monitor a
wider range of claim criteria and
activities, including nine new claim
parameters, new reporting conditions,
and the ability to track frst payments
on claims

• Expanded and fully customizable
dashboards — establish up to three
dashboards, which capture and
organize information more efciently
and provide instant access to multiple
views of your company’s claim history
• Adaptable and interactive reporting
features — change the parameters of
your analysis as you work, saving time
and eliminating the need to generate
additional reports
• Redesigned home page —
user-friendly design provides
information at your fngertips
• Data portability — enables you to take
your data out of GRA and also conduct
extensive drill-down functions
• ESIS NurseLine integration —
view and report on additional data
for claims that were triaged through
ESIS NurseLine

Benefts

Well-Supported

Global

Find answers quickly through ESIS’
customer service group, online help
screens, informational job aids, and
other reference materials.

GRA contains key international data,
such as the name of the booking country
and risk country, and defnes values in
local currencies or U.S. dollars.
Comprehensive
The system incorporates multiple
carrier data — as well as your internal
claim data — into a combined reporting
and analysis system. With our imaging
technology, you can view and manage
images of entire claim fles within GRA.
Secure
GRA has earned a “Secure Site”
certifcation from industry leader
VeriSign®. We use multi-level frewalls,
Secure Socket Layer (SSL) protocols,
an Intrusion Detection System (IDS),
128-bit data encryption, and
enhanced password and user
verifcation procedures.
Versatile
GRA ofers easy access via a standard
internet browser or smartphone app,
and provides a variety of standard and
custom reports with sorting, fltering,
and exporting options.
Customized
GRA allows you to choose the functions
you need — inquiry and claim notes,
or inquiry, reports, and claim notes —
and ofers enhanced features such as
customized reporting.
Timely
The system ofers daily updates to ESIS’
claim data, with real-time access to claim
fle notes and diaries, and lets you choose
the frequency of updates to other carrier
data and/or your internal claim data.
Systematic
The report scheduler allows you to
set up reports to run on your schedule —
weekly, monthly, quarterly, etc. —
with no manual intervention.

Features
GRA reports shed new light on your
information, helping you analyze and
identify your loss trends before they
become causes for concern. Online
access enables you to fnd shortcuts
to better manage your claims, reduce
hazards, and improve bottom line results.
GRA can do all of the following:
• Calculate frequency and severity
of losses, as well as rank them
• View foreign-based claims
in local currencies
• Run reports for international accounts
• Analyze workers compensation
claims to provide repeater and
disability duration
• Evaluate fnancial data by top vendor
and expense categories
• Monitor critical claim timelines
• Construct loss development triangles
to show changes in the cost of claims
• Analyze workers compensation
medical payments and cost savings
• Produce summaries and
detailed loss runs
• Calculate critical claim frequency
and fnancial statistics
• Compare basic claim
and fnancial information
• Create custom reports with
user-selected data elements
• Generate detailed claim abstracts
• Create reports using
client-defned felds
• Provide interactive drill-downs
on most reports
• Print reports and/or save information
to your local computer
• Customize reports for your unique
reporting requirements, as needed
• Displays subrogation data in both
“Inquiry” and “Quick Export” reports
• Email claim adjusters while viewing
claim information

• Create alerts that send daily
notifcations on critical claim items
• Update specifc claim data elements
• Manage and track individual tasks
using the diary feature
• Detailed medical program analysis
reports and scorecards
• Provide pharmacy reports highlighting
trending analyses for drug utilization to
determine associated fnancial impacts
• Accept self-administered claim data
to provide a comprehensive view
of your company’s claim history
Short- and Long-Term
Reporting Capabilities for
Disability Customers
• Produce reports that identify
payments or advice-to-pay notifcations,
and calculate average cost per workday
per claim
• Sort by diagnostic codes (ICD-10)
• Generate check registers
• Produce frequency and severity
reports that identify gross and net
amounts, as well as ofsets for workers
compensation companion claims, and
pension and Social Security amounts
Imaging Technology
Provides Enhanced File Access
GRA’s imaging technology allows you
to instantly access imaged claim fles.
Images are organized in a category
structure within the claim and are easily
managed. Users can download, print,
and email images, as well as manipulate
image orientation. An additional
search feature helps to easily locate
scanned documents.
Contact Us
For more information, please contact:
Frankie Santos-Ragin
O 215.640.1855
E Frankie.Santos@esis.com
ESIS Customer Service: 800.344.0494
Visit our website at www.esis.com

ESIS®, Inc., a Chubb company, provides claim and risk management services to a wide variety of commercial clients. ESIS’ innovative best-in-class approach to program design,
integration, and achievement of results aligns with the needs and expectations of our clients’ unique risk management needs. With more than 60 years of experience, and oferings
in both the US and globally, ESIS provides one of the industry’s broadest selections of risk management solutions covering both pre and post-loss services. Chubb is the marketing
name used to refer to subsidiaries of Chubb Limited providing insurance and related services. For more information, visit us at www.esis.com.
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